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New COO & Co-Founder strengthens management
Bochum, 02.06.2020. From 1 June, Marcel Baldt (34) will be joining the management board
in the dual function of Chief Operating Officer (COO) and co-founder of the Bochum-based
beauty technology start-up BEAUTYSELF.
Marcel Baldt has 10 years of professional experience in sales & marketing and is a
leading expert in that field with a focus on digital business models. He stands for a
new generation of sales experts who combine sales and digitalization.
"We want to consistently expand our already strong position as the first inspiration
& curated shopping platform for skin care that integrates community &
technology
into
a
personalized
customer
experience.
We have positioned ourselves as an agile company right from the start, one that
puts the customer at the center of our activities. With Marcel, we will continue to
drive this process forward, develop new sales channels and target groups and thus
further increase our growth. He brings a wealth of experience in the development
and expansion of digital business models. As a graduated economist, he is an
excellent business analyst and creative strategist who understands digital change.
We are therefore delighted that Marcel is now strengthening the company's
management,” said Olivia Janus, Chief Executive Officer (CEO) and founder of
BEAUTYSELF.
"I've been following BEAUTYSELF from the very beginning – since Olivia’s idea for
BEAUTYSELF, a platform that bundles all information in the field of beauty, began to
take shape. For me, the platform is an absolute pioneer in terms of e-commerce for
beauty in Europe. The company is very well positioned and on the right track, which
is shown, among other things, by the victory of Douglas’ #Forwardbeautychallenge
as the best beauty tech startup and being one of only two beauty tech startups in
the Europe-wide Sephora Accelerate 2020 cohort. I see great potential in
BEAUTYSELF and think that the company is now ready for the next step. I'm looking
forward to the further development of one of the hottest beauty tech startups in
Europe and joining a strong team,” said Marcel about his move to BEAUTYSELF.

Giving new impulses to the beauty industry from Bochum: The current management board of
Beautyself 2020: Marcel Baldt, Olivia Janus and Sebastian Janus (from left).

Marcel most recently worked as a TOP100 trainer & consultant for sales and
marketing and as head of sales at the Bertelsmann subsidiary TERRITORY
EMBRACE, one of the leading content marketing players. There he was responsible
for all sales activities in the “Digital Talent Platforms” area. In addition, Marcel Baldt
worked as a lecturer and freelance lecturer at various universities and private
educational institutions in the fields of sales & marketing.

